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ABSTRACT
In microblog retrieval, query expansion can be essential to obtain
good search results due to the short size of queries and posts. Since
information in microblogs is highly dynamic, an up-to-date index
coupled with pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) with an external
corpus has a higher chance of retrieving more relevant documents
and improving ranking. In this paper, we focus on the research
question: how can we reduce the query expansion computational
cost while maintaining the same retrieval precision as standard PRF?
Therefore, we propose to accelerate the query expansion step of
pseudo-relevance feedback. The hypothesis is that using an expan-
sion corpus organized into verticals for expanding the query, will
lead to a more efficient query expansion process and improved
retrieval effectiveness. Thus, the proposed query expansion method
uses a distributed search architecture and resource selection algo-
rithms to provide an efficient query expansion process. Experiments
on the TREC Microblog datasets show that the proposed approach
can match or outperform standard PRF in MAP and NDCG@30,
with a computational cost that is three orders of magnitude lower.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In microblogs there is a high mismatch between the keywords users
employ to specify the information need and the words in relevant
documents, which is known as the vocabulary mismatch problem.
Query expansion is often used to increase recall, however it can also
be used to produce better document rankings and increase retrieval
effectiveness. Therefore, query expansion methods based on PRF
have been widely used to improve search in different collections. It
was shown to be an essential feature for microblog search [17].
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In standard PRF the top-k documents returned by the initial
query (feedback documents) are assumed to be relevant, which
avoids the need for users’ relevance feedback. Term weights can
be calculated using collection statistics, such as in the model-based
relevance models (RM) approach [16]. Several automatic query
expansion methods leveraged on external static data such as dic-
tionaries, domain-specific thesauri or precomputed corpus-specific
information. In microblogs, query expansion should be based on
information that has a good coverage of real-world events.
In order to compute the expansion terms for a query using PRF,
it is necessary to issue an extra initial retrieval over the whole col-
lection, which significantly increases the computational complexity
of a query. In most production retrieval systems, caching of search
results and caching of posting lists are extensively used to alleviate
efficiency concerns since it significantly reduces the workload of
back-end servers, especially for popular queries and query terms,
and provides shorter average response times [3]. However, even in
static collections, i) query expansion is done on queries, not query
terms; and ii) 20% of all unique queries have not been seen "before"1,
thus, only a few queries can be cached [30]. This problem may be
worse in dynamic collections. Therefore, the ephemeral nature of
information seeking in microblog search, calls for an architecture
that provides fresh expansion terms for better retrieval results.
This paper focuses on the research question how can we reduce
the query expansion computational cost while maintaining the same
retrieval precision as standard PRF? The proposed solution brings
two major advantages over standard query expansion approaches
in microblogs. First, we reformulate the query expansion process
as a federated query expansion task [25], and leverage on resource
selection algorithms to select query-specific information verticals.
Following the federated search [7] terminology, a resource can be a
source or a vertical. We define a vertical (e.g., politics, technology,
sports) to be a query-likelihood search engine running on a corpus
formed by the union of samples from that vertical’s correspond-
ing sources (e.g., politico, wired, espn). The novel vertical feedback
design choice is crucial to unlock the efficiency potential of the
proposed query expansion architecture. Second, we depart from
previous work that mainly use one single static information cor-
pus and move towards an architecture where multiple information
streams are constantly feeding the query expansion corpus. This ra-
tionale is a step change in the way query expansion is approached:
the expansion corpus is constantly updated with fresh data, it is
external to the main index, and is segmented into predefined broad
topics of interest. To our knowledge, there is no prior work ap-
proaching query expansion with an external and dynamic vertical
1https://europe.googleblog.com/2010/02/this-stuff-is-tough.html
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corpora. This paradigm shift allows a significant reduction in the
document expansion data that is now limited to a few verticals of
news sources and therefore allows a faster query expansion process.
The Pseudo-Relevant Vertical Feedback (PRVF), discussed in
section 3, reduces the work-load of the whole search engine for
query expansion because it selects a few news verticals and only
those are then searched to retrieve feedback documents for query
expansion. Coupled with effective resource selection algorithms it
outperformed standard PRF in our experiments in section 4 and 5.
2 RELATEDWORK
Most microblog search queries could be classified as informational:
users issue a query because they are looking for more information
about a subject but cannot easily clarify their query intent. Queries
submitted to Twitter were found to be significantly shorter than
queries submitted toWeb search engines (1.64 words vs. 3.08 words)
[27], therefore, query expansion is essential to provide a richer
description of the information need. The use of named entities
and hashtags in queries inspired methods that learn a feedback
language model for entities [11] and hashtags [10]. Additionally,
there have been a few pseudo-relevance feedbackmethods proposed
for microblog search that exploit temporal evidences [6, 19, 31].
Pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) is an automatic query expan-
sion technique, which was shown to significantly improve results
in microblog retrieval [17]. It is a popular technique that has been
applied in TREC evaluation campaigns on diverse corpora with
great effectiveness. However, it is not yet a standard feature in most
production search engines, which require faster response times,
because it raises efficiency issues at query time.
The standard implementation of PRF involve a two-retrieval pro-
cess 1) an initial retrieval using the original query to get feedback
documents and generate the expanded query, and 2) a re-retrieval
using the final expanded query. A recently proposed method, Con-
densed List Relevance Models (CLRM) [8], foregoes this expensive
re-retrieval step by replacing it with the re-ranking of the original
feedback documents, which can produce near identical effectiveness
in traditional TREC corpora where documents are usually longer.
Previous research improves the efficiency of the whole PRF process
using a precomputed document similarity matrix [5, 15]. However,
these techniques might not be feasible in dynamic collections be-
cause term associations would need to be updated constantly.
Several studies have shown enhanced retrieval performance
when leveraging on an external corpus. Diaz and Metzler [9] es-
timate relevance models using an auxiliary large external corpus
instead of the target collection and have shown improved retrieval
effectiveness on several datasets. In some cases, to improve the
effectiveness of query expansion, a large external corpus that is reli-
able and possibly from less noisy data sources is used. For instance,
Arguello et al. [2] used Wikipedia, on a blog retrieval system, and
showed significant overall improvements in effectiveness over us-
ing the target blog collection for feedback. Xu et al. [32] expanded
on this and proposed an approach that categorizes queries based on
reliable information from Wikipedia to perform a query-dependent
query expansion process based on the category detected.
Bendersky et al. [4] argue that employing multiple information
sources in a number of information retrieval processes is desir-
able to enhanced retrieval, including query expansion. Previous
research explored the effectiveness of query expansion in federated
search [21, 24]. First, Ogilvie and Callan [21] analyzed the effec-
tiveness of query expansion in a “one query fits all” fashion, the
top-ranked documents retrieved from an index with a representa-
tive sample of all the collections are used as feedback to extract
terms and create an expanded query that is then submitted to each
of the selected search engines. Later, Shokouhi et al. [24] proposed a
method that uses a focused expanded query for each selected source
(query-specialization). These provided evidence of the feasibility
of query expansion in a federated search environment effectively.
We depart from previous work to develop a scalable query expan-
sion index architecture for PRF. In this paper the query expansion
index is external to the search collection and is partitioned into
verticals to improve efficiency and effectiveness. The architecture
proposed can handle a large number of sources or topics, which
can be expanded to provide a broader subject coverage.
3 FEDERATED QUERY EXPANSION
We propose a novel solution that provides a balance between ef-
fectiveness and efficiency arising from a) the organization of the
expansion corpus into verticals, and b) the best performing resource
selection algorithms. There are twomain types of resource selection
algorithms: 1) sample-document methods and 2) vocabulary-based
methods. In sample-document methods, a centralized sample index
(CSI) is built with a representation set for each source or vertical.
Representation sets are usually a small sample of documents of
about 1-10%, which makes the resource selection process more
efficient due to the small size of the resulting CSI index. Two of
the most successful sample-document methods Rank-S [14] and
Central-rank-based collection selection (CRCS) [23] use a similar
strategy to the earlier ReDDE [26] algorithm. The user’s query is
run against the CSI and the top-n retrieved documents are used
in the algorithm in a voting fashion. Vocabulary-based resource
selection algorithms, such as Taily [1], represent each collection
by its vocabulary statistics only. Previous studies have shown that
these approaches are highly effective in reducing the number of
search engines that need to be searched.
In PRF the computational cost of the query expansion process is
tied to the cost of the initial retrieval. Tackling this major challenge,
requires efficient query expansion architectures that reduce this
retrieval cost and can still deliver high-quality query expansions.
3.1 The Computational Cost of PRF
The standard PRF procedure creates an expanded query with new
terms extracted from the top-k documents in the initial ranking
obtained by retrieving with the original query terms. Firstly, the
user’s query q∅ is issued to the system to retrieve a ranked list of
documents R(q∅,D), over the whole collection D using a query-
likelihood (QL) retrieval model. Secondly, the top-k documents
retrieved,Rk (q∅,D), are used to build an expansion languagemodel
qe with the terms extracted from those documents. Finally, the final
ranking is obtained by issuing the final query q, which is a linear
model combination of the original query language model q∅ and
the expansion language model qe with parameter λ, as follows:
q = (1 − λ)q∅ + λqe . (1)
The PRF cost can be expressed as the sum of two components:
CQE (q∅,D), the cost of retrieving the ranked list of pseudo-relevant
documents using the original query q∅, and CR (q,D), the cost of
retrieving the final documents using the final expanded query q.
Formally, the PRF cost is defined as
CPRF (q∅,D) = CQE (q∅,D) +CR (q,D), (2)
where the cost metric CR is based on previous work showing that
the sum of the lengths of the posting lists that need to be accessed
for each query is strongly correlated with query response times
[18, 20]. Hence, for standard PRF, CQE (q∅,D) = CR (q∅,D), and
following [1, 13, 14, 18, 20], we define CR as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Single-step retrieval cost). The cost of retrieval for
a given query q is calculated as
CR (q∅,D) =
∑
t ∈ ®q
postinдs(t), (3)
wherepostinдs(t) is the number of accessed postings in the inverted
index for term t .
In the relevance model approach to PRF, the term selection step
is constant for all PRF methods when we consider a fixed top-
k number of documents. Hence, we discard this part of the cost
because we are interested in relative costs.
3.2 Expansion with External Corpus
The use of an external corpus in query expansion has been studied in
fields as far apart as blog search and Web search [2, 9, 29]. Arguello
et al. [2] addressed blog search with Wikipedia as an alternative
query expansion corpus with significant improvements. Freebase
has been used for feedback to offer a wide coverage for past events
and entities [11]. In light of our goal, we aim to use the most up-to-
date, reliable, and concise external corpus.
To create a microblog expansion corpus there are several pos-
sible strategies. Sampling posts from Twitter accounts picked at
random can lead to a low quality expansion collection. Instead,
using multiple authoritative news sources lends redundancy to the
system since the same news story is often reported by multiple
news sources. Hence, since many news outlets use Twitter for the
dissemination of news articles, we propose to listen the stream
of news headlines directly from their Twitter profile pages (i.e.,
timelines). This corpus can be several orders of magnitude smaller
than the target retrieval corpus.
The implemented approach relies on an external news corpus
covering multiple authoritative sources for expanding the query
(we used 70 news sources). The news corpus is highly dynamic
and is maintained up-to-date as new documents are arriving to be
indexed – current events are reported live as they unfold by online
news sources. As a consequence of this dynamic environment, the
query expansion corpus age and time span will play a major role in
the quality of the expansion corpus.
The use of news sampled from Twitter covers the information
seeking behavior of users in the microblog search scenario. This is
nicely tied to the natural topical bias of each query, suggesting that
partitioning the expansion corpus into news verticals will bring
greater benefits in terms of precision and expansion cost.
3.3 PRVF: Pseudo-Relevant Vertical Feedback
The federated query expansion architecture, stems from a new un-
derstanding of how temporal and topical information is searched in
microblogs. To take full advantage of the external expansion corpus
the organization of documents into index shards is fundamental.
This architectural decision influences the latency and efficiency
of the query expansion process. Uniform sharding distributes the
work across all machines so that it can be done more quickly, but it
does not reduce the total work done and all the shards are involved
for every search query. Previous research found that topic-based
shards offer the best balance of retrieval effectiveness and efficiency
(query processing computation costs) [12, 14]. Hence, we organize
news sources into topic-based verticals, see Table 1.
Queries are routed through a broker to a subset of the most
useful verticals. To make this decision, the broker keeps a central
sample index (CSI) of all verticals to select the few verticals to search
for each query. This reduces the amount of work done for each
query and since the selected verticals can be searched in parallel
this approach can be much faster. In a cooperative [25] federated
search environment, global corpus statistics can be accessed by each
federated search engine and by the broker and therefore merging
results from multiple verticals is straightforward.
Pseudo-Relevant Vertical Feedback (PRVF) is a query expansion
architecture that uses an external corpus organized into verticals
to efficiently select expansion terms. In the proposed approach, the
query expansion corpus is organized into a set of verticals DV =
{DV 1DV 2 · · ·DV |DV |} from which a resource selection method
selects the most likely set sel(q∅), which are then searched in
parallel. Formally, we wish to compute
sel(q∅) = {DVm(1)DVm(2) · · ·DVm( |sel (q∅) |)}, (4)
wherem : {1 · · · |sel(q∅)|} → {1 · · · |DV |} is a mapping function
that indicates the set of |sel(q∅)| verticals selected given q∅, which
are the most promising, in terms of relevance, from the full set of
|DV | verticals.
To select the verticals, a resource selection algorithm either (i)
uses a centralized sample index (CSI) which indexes a representation
sample DCSI [14, 23] of each vertical’s documents, or (ii) uses the
term statistics [1] of each vertical index. With CSI based algorithms,
we retrieve Rk (q∅,DCSI ), the top-k documents from collection
DCSI in response to the initial query q∅, using the query-likelihood
retrieval model. The verticals with more results in this sample are
then selected for the feedback retrieval step. The key details of the
implemented resource selection algorithms CRCS [23], Rank-S [14]
and Taily [1] are in Section 2.
Finally, the top-k documents retrieved from the verticals selected
sel(q∅) in response toq∅ aremerged and used for feedback, vertical
feedback, to build the expansion language model qe ,
Rk (q∅,DV ) =
|sel (q∅) |⋃
i=1
Rk (q∅,DVm(i)) (5)
which is interpolated with the original query model q∅. This set of
documents is then used to expand the original query, thus, ending
the computation of q.
3.3.1 Computational cost of PRVF. It is worth recalling equation 2,
where we defined the cost of standard PRF. Now, with Pseudo-
Relevant Vertical Feedback (PRVF), the query expansion costCQE is
associated toCV F , the cost of performing vertical feedback. Formally,
the PRVF cost is defined as
CPRV F (q) = CV F (q∅,DV ) +CR (q,D), (6)
where CV F is the cost of expanding q∅ on a vertical architecture
and CR is the computational cost for searching the full index with
the final query. The CV F efficiency measure proposed in Aly et al.
[1] accounts for two separate costs:
CV F (q∅,DV ) = CSEL(q∅,DV ) +CVR (q∅,DV ) (7)
where CSEL(q∅,DCSI ) is the cost of the resource selection algo-
rithm, and CVR (q∅,DV ) (defined later) is the cost of retrieving
documents in parallel from the selected verticals sel(q∅). The cost
of resource selectionCSEL(q∅) depends on the type of the resource
selection algorithm used:
CSEL(q∅) =
{
CSI (q∅) if sample-document
V if vocabulary-based
(8)
whereV is the total number of verticals andCSI (q∅) = CR (q∅,DCSI ))
the number of postings accessed in the CSI for all the query terms
in q∅ considering a sample-document resource selection algorithm.
In the vocabulary-based resource selection algorithms [1], typically
since a single look-up operation is performed, it is set to the total
number of verticals CSEL(q∅) = |DV |.
Definition 3.2 (Parallel retrieval cost). In a vertical search scenario,
CR is calculated for a given query q∅ using the number of postings
that the vertical search has to access as follows:
CVR (q∅,DV ) =
|sel (q∅) |∑
i=1
CR (q∅,DVm(i ) )
=
|sel (q∅) |∑
i=1
∑
t ∈ ®q∅
postinдsDVm(i ) (t)
(9)
where sel(q∅) are the verticals selected by a resource selection
algorithm and CR (q∅,DVm(i ) ) is the number of accessed postings
in vertical i for all the terms in the initial query q∅.
3.3.2 Query response latency. A federated search architecture also
affords faster response times via parallel work since multiple verti-
cals can be searched in parallel. Considering the set of documents
D, the latency metric CLat employed by Kulkarni and Callan [13],
quantifies the longest execution path CL for a given query q∅,
assuming a distributed query processing framework,
CLat (q∅,DV ) = CSEL(q∅,DV ) +CL(q∅,DV )
= CSEL(q∅,DV ) +
|N |
max
i=1
∑
t ∈ ®q∅
postinдsDVm(i ) (t)
(10)
where postinдsDVm(i ) (t) is the number of accessed postings in the
inverted index for term t in vertical i , for a total of N verticals in a
federated search environment.
3.4 Costs Comparison
The computational cost of the PRVF approach is strongly correlated
to the cost of retrieving candidate documents in a federated search
retrieval system. There might be non-negligible differences in the
cost of the queries generated using different corpora for expansion.
That said, if the number of terms in the expanded query is fixed
for all methods, the cost of retrieving the final results CR (q) can
be assumed to be of the same order of magnitude for all methods
presented. Therefore, the first part of the cost equations Eq. (2)
and Eq. (6), i.e., the cost of the query expansion process, CQE , can
be used alone to compare both approaches in terms of average
computational costs:
CV F (q∅,DV F ) << CR (q∅,D) (11)
|sel (q∅) |∑
i=1
∑
t ∈ ®q∅
postinдsDVm(i ) (t) <<
∑
t ∈ ®q
postinдs(t) (12)
The cost of the initial retrieval when using the whole collection
is much larger than the proposed alternatives. Using an index built
with the posts of news sources provides a high-quality coverage of
microblog user interests. Further computational gains are obtained
by organizing news sources into topical verticals. The hypothesis is
that a PRV F offers the lowest query expansion computational cost,
and can provide comparable retrieval effectiveness to standard PRF
techniques that use the whole corpus for feedback. Experiments
will now examine this hypothesis.
4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
4.1 Datasets
4.1.1 Microblog datasets. We use the Tweets2013 corpus and the
topics from the TREC 2013 and TREC 2014 Microblog track [17].
Tweets2013 is a microblog posts collection (approx. 240 million
tweets) created by listening via Twitter’s streaming API over the
period: 1 February, 2013 – 31March, 2013 (inclusive). NIST provided
relevance judgments on a three-point scale of “informativeness”:
not relevant, relevant and highly relevant.
4.1.2 Vertical Expansion Corpus. Informed by previous work [22]
and the categories presented in Twitter’s sign up process, we created
the following verticals: general, politics, entertainment, technology,
breaking, movies, science, sports, music and assigned each source
to a vertical as shown in Table 1. To build this corpus we selected
70 accounts from reliable news sources on Twitter. We selected
accounts from publications that are reputable and that are also
popular on Twitter (i.e. have a high number of followers).
We obtained the set of posts published2 by crawling the timelines
of these news sources on the period covered by the Tweets2013
corpus: 1 February, 2013 – 31 March, 2013 (inclusive), therefore we
named it NewsSources (140,087 documents). A smaller collection
(16,687 documents) is used as CSI for the evaluation of the resource
2http://datasets.novasearch.org/tweets2013-newssources/
Table 1: Verticals and sources.
Vertical (DVi ) Twitter accounts
general abc, ap, bbcnews, bbcworld, cbsnews,
cnn, cnni, foxnews, huffingtonpost, la-
times, nprnews, nytimes, reuters, reuter-
suk, usatoday, mashable
politics huffpostpol, politico, theeconomist,
washingtonpost, wsj
technology arstechnica, cnet, gizmodo, techcrunch,
wired, wireduk, thenextweb, techrepub-
lic, cnet, gigaom, macworld
sports bbcsport, sinow, eurosport, eu-
rosportuktv, sportscenter, espn
music clash_music, rollingstone, nme, spin-
magazine, stereogum, billboard, altpress,
pitchfork
movies americancine, thr, nytmovies, bbcfilms,
totalfilm, guardianfilm, backstage, em-
piremagazine, filmcomment, timeout-
film, sightsoundmag
entertainment time, ew, variety, vanityfair, uncut-
magazine
science livescience, popsci, wiredscience, nasa,
natgeo, newscientist
breaking bbcbreaking, breakingnews, cnnbrk
PRVF (taily) selected 2.19 verticals on average for both TREC 2013 and TREC
2014 query sets. PRVF (ranks) selected 2.22 and 1.81 verticals on average for
the TREC 2013 and TREC 2014 queries, respectively.
selection algorithms and PRVF. The collection was crawled using
Twitter’s ∼1% and ∼10% samples simultaneously. Documents from
both streams were added to the index, which resulted in a volume
of documents that is about 12% of the size of NewsSources .
4.2 Retrieval Methods
To compare PRVF to previous research we considered 1 method
without query expansion, 2 methods with expansion on the main
corpus, and 5methodswith external expansion corpus. Performance
was assessed in terms of MAP, NDCG@30, recall and computational
cost (retrieval cost and latency).
No-PRF is a query-likelihood retrieval model with Dirichlet smooth-
ing (µ = 2500).
PRF is a standard pseudo-relevance feedback method that uses
the whole search index for feedback. The RM3 pseudo-relevance
feedback algorithm [16] is used for all the methods based on PRF
because it was shown to be very effective in previous microblog
retrieval research and it has similar information requirements and
computational characteristics to other PRF algorithms. In all the PRF
based methods, for feedback, we use the top 50 documents retrieved
for each query q using the query-likelihood retrieval model, lan-
guage modeling with Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 2500). For PRF.wiki
the number of documents used for feedback was reduced to 10
articles. The top-retrieved documents are then used to generate an
expanded query qe with a length of 20 terms. The expansion terms
qe are interpolated with the original query terms q∅ with equal
weight (λ = 0.5).
CLRM (Condensed List Relevance Models) is an approach, based
on relevance models, recently proposed by Diaz [8] that essentially
re-ranks the list of results retrieved by the initial query using the
expanded query generated with the same list.
PRF.wiki is a pseudo-relevance feedback baseline that uses an
external index of the English Wikipedia article pages. It was used
for expansion in blog search by Arguello et al. [2] with significant
improvements in effectiveness. We process a Wikipedia dump3,
which dates from just before the microblog evaluation dataset,
using wikiextractor4 to obtain clear indexable text.
PRF.news is a pseudo-relevance feedback baseline that uses the
whole NewsSources dataset as an external expansion corpus.
PRVF (taily) can adjust the number of selected verticals |sel(q∅)|
dynamically for each query. It was parameterized with the values
(n = 400 and v = 50) recommended by Aly et al. [1].
PRVF (ranks) also adjusts the number of selected verticals |sel(q∅)|
dynamically for each query. To limit the number of verticals simi-
larly for Rank-S we set the thresholdminRanks = 1e−6 .
PRVF (crcs) inspects a fixed number of verticals: |sel(q∅)| =
{1, 2, 3}. For instance, PRVF (crcs1) corresponds to expanding the
queries using only the top vertical selected by CRCS.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation is organized as follows: we start by analyzing the
efficiency (Section 5.1), biases (Section 5.2) and effectiveness (Sec-
tion 5.3) of PRVF and PRF.news methods. Lastly, we compare the
standard implementation of PRF based on re-retrieval with the re-
cently proposed implementation Condensed List Relevance Models
(CLRM) [8] based on re-ranking (Section 5.4).
5.1 Cost Analysis of PRF Methods
In this paper we focus on computational cost reduction for the
initial retrieval, necessary in PRF-based query expansion. In this
section we measure the computational cost, CQE , as the number of
accessed posting lists for query expansion. See Section 3.4 for the
query expansion costs of each method. Figure 1 shows the trade-offs
between the cost, CQE , and the corresponding results on retrieval
metrics on the TREC Microblog datasets.CQE is represented in the
y-axis in log-scale to get an overview of how PRVF compares to the
No-PRF and standard PRF baselines. The x-axis is represents either
the MAP or the NDCG@30 retrieval metric. Since the objective is
to lowerCQE and get better retrieval precision, the desired method
would fall below the dashed line that goes from No-PRF to PRF,
towards the bottom right corner.
The PRVF methods have always a lower computational costCQE
than PRF.news, clustering just below it in the graphs. Even though
the cost of the PRVFmethods is considerably lower, the MAP results
obtained are near those of PRF.news. Therefore, PRF.news can be a
good predictor for the expected retrieval effectiveness for the PRVF
architecture (see Figure 1b).
While the initial expectation is that more computational cost
should translate into a better ranking, some PRVF methods provide
3enwiki-20130102-pages-articles.xml
4https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor
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Figure 1: Comparison of retrieval cost (CQE ) versus retrieval
effectiveness (using precisionmetricsMAP and NDCG@30).
a better top rank with a lower computational cost. The NDCG@30
results obtained with PRVF methods are similar or better than PRF
(see Figure 1d). PRVF (taily) outperformed the other methods in
NDCG@30 in the TREC 2014 queries. However, on the TREC 2013
queries PRVF (crcs3) outperformed the PRVF (taily) method slightly
as it can be seen in Figure 1c.
All the proposed approaches were three orders of magnitude less
computationally expensive than the PRF baseline. The PRVF-based
methods are the most efficient since for each query they search
only the verticals that are most promising. We found that query
expansion response times can be halved on both datasets compared
to the PRF.news baseline as measured by CLat , which takes into
account the parallelism afforded by the distributed architecture.
5.2 Quality of Expansion Corpus
In this section we analyze potential biases in the vertical expansion
corpus and the importance of the expansion corpus age and time
span. Since PRVF uses documents from news sources for query
expansion we might improve the chances of retrieving tweets from
these sources. To make sure that bias is not improving the results
unfairly we counted the number of documents marked as relevant
in the main index (TREC 2013 and 2014) that are in the expansion
corpus (NewsSources). The overlap was only 9 relevant documents
in TREC 2013 and 13 relevant documents for TREC 2014. Thus, we
did not find any evidence that the choice of news sources affords
any kind of unfair advantage.
A key aspect of the PRVF architecture is its ability to cope with
multiple information streams that are constantly feeding the query
expansion corpus. In Figure 2a and Figure 2b we observe how the
expansion corpus age, i.e. the difference between queries timestamp
and the most recent document timestamp, is clearly linked to the
decay in retrieval precision. The time span of the expansion corpus
is also examined in Figure 2c and 2d – here we can observe that it
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Figure 2: Analysis of expansion corpus age and time span.
might be sufficient to keep only the last 15 days for query expansion.
This confirms the initial assumption that in microblog search it
is critical to use an up-to-date expansion corpus. In addition, we
found that it does not seem to be necessary to keep an expansion
corpus with a long time span to answer most queries effectively.
5.3 Retrieval Effectiveness of PRF Methods
We show the detailed results of our evaluation on Table 2 and
Table 3. We present the average over all queries for the ranking
metrics MAP and NDCG@30. The average computational cost of
each approach is presented in the CQE column. After the CQE , in
parentheses, we show cost reduction in relation to PRF.news. The
language model baseline, No-PRF, does not use pseudo-relevance
feedback therefore CQE does not apply.
A federated query expansion architecture also affords faster re-
sponse times via parallel work.Whenmultiple verticals are searched
in parallel, the query expansion process waits for all the response of
all verticals to proceed with the term selection phrase. Therefore we
measure response time usingCLat which can give us the maximum
amount of work done by any vertical searched in parallel. We find
that query expansion times are halved in both datasets compared
to the PRF.news baseline.
The PRF baseline improved the retrieval effectiveness metrics
considerably over No-PRF and PRF.wiki. In the TREC 2013 queries
the PRF baseline improved on MAP over No-PRF by 23.3% and
NDCG@30 by 4.8%, and the MAP improvement was statistically
significant. For TREC 2014 queries PRF improved on MAP by 17.4%
and NDGC@30 by 3.6% over No-PRF, and the MAP improvement
was statistically significant. However, the average cost of the query
expansion process using standard PRF for TREC 2013 and TREC
2014 was very high at 269k and 488k postings, respectively.
We followed onto expansion methods with external corpus. Us-
ing a recentWikipedia corpus for feedback, PRF.wiki, only provided
an improvement of MAP on the TREC 2013 queries. However, for
the TREC 2014 queries, NDCG@30 was 5% lower than the No-PRF
baseline. In addition, even though the Wikipedia corpus is smaller
than the search corpus the average computational costs were still
very high at 202k and 434k accessed postings for TREC 2013 and
Table 2: TREC 2013 dataset results.
CLat CQE MAP NDCG
w/o External Expansion Corpus
No-PRF 0 0 0.2080 0.4230
PRF 269175 269175 0.2564 0.4432
w/ External Expansion Corpus
PRF.wiki 201892 201892 0.2323 0.4343
PRF.news 1110 1110 0.2671‡ 0.4873‡
w/ External Vertical Expansion Corpus
PRVF (crcs1) 631 -43.2% 631 -43.2% 0.2541‡ 0.4802‡
PRVF (crcs2) 653 -41.2% 845 -23.9% 0.2573‡ 0.4780‡
PRVF (crcs3) 655 -41.0% 956 -13.9% 0.2653‡ 0.4872‡
PRVF (ranks) 673 -39.4% 903 -18.6% 0.2607‡ 0.4742†
PRVF (taily) 509 -54.1% 703 -36.7% 0.2642‡ 0.4955‡
Symbols † and ‡ stand for a statistically non-inferior result to PRF with p < 0.05 and
p < 0.01 respectively, according to a non-inferiority test [28].
TREC 2014, respectively. We conclude then that using Wikipedia
for query expansion in microblogs can harm retrieval effectiveness
when the expansion collection is not up-to-date.
Using the NewsSources corpus for feedback, PRF.news, provided
a significant improvement in terms of retrieval precision and com-
putational cost. However, to fully verify the aforementioned hy-
pothesis, we examined the impact of creating expansion verticals.
In the group of methods that use an external vertical expansion
corpus, the PRVF (taily) method was the most balanced in the TREC
2013 queries with a CQE of only 703, which corresponds to a cost
reduction of 36.7% over PRF.news, around 2.2× faster. It had one
of the highest MAP results (3.0% higher than PRF) and improved
27.0% over No-PRF (statistically significant). It also had the second
best NDCG@30 result, improving 1.7% over PRF.news and 11.8%
over the standard PRF approach.
PRVF (taily) provided the best balance for the TREC 2014 queries
as well. It obtained a 14.7% improvement in MAP over No-PRF
(statistically significant) and a 4.4% improvement in NDCG@30with
a computational cost of only CQE = 773. PRVF (taily) was around
2.2× faster than searching the whole news index PRF.news a cost
reduction of 37.6%. The highest MAP results for TREC 2013 were
obtained with PRVF (crcs3). Because a fixed number of verticals
are searched for each query (3), which is higher than PRVF (taily)’s
average, the cost reduction is smaller (13.9% over PRF.news). Last,
but not least, PRVF (taily) was the fastest method, delivering the
lowest latency (CLat column), halving the latency of PRF.news.
5.4 Re-ranking PRF and Short Text Documents
In Table 4 we present retrieval effectiveness metrics for CLRM and
other PRF implementations based on re-retrieval. We also present
the recall metric on the top 1000 results (number of relevants @
1000/total of relevants). We found that CLRM always outperformed
No-PRF in MAP and NDCG@30. However, since CLRM does not
perform a re-retrieval it re-ranks the documents retrieved by the
initial query, therefore its recall is equal to the query likelihood
Table 3: TREC 2014 dataset results.
CLat CQE MAP NDCG
w/o External Expansion Corpus
No-PRF 0 0 0.4295 0.7154
PRF 487547 487547 0.5042 0.7412
w/ External Expansion Corpus
PRF.wiki 434233 434233 0.4338 0.6793
PRF.news 1239 1239 0.4841 0.7272†
w/ External Vertical Expansion Corpus
PRVF (crcs1) 661 -46.7% 661 -46.7% 0.4823 0.7329‡
PRVF (crcs2) 734 -40.8% 848 -31.6% 0.4813 0.7353‡
PRVF (crcs3) 734 -40.8% 982 -20.7% 0.4824 0.7290†
PRVF (ranks) 734 -40.8% 821 -33.7% 0.4856 0.7348‡
PRVF (taily) 575 -53.6% 773 -37.6% 0.4927‡ 0.7470‡
Symbols † and ‡ stand for a statistically non-inferior result to PRF with p < 0.05 and
p < 0.01 respectively, according to a non-inferiority test [28].
Table 4: Retrieval results usingCLRMonmicroblog datasets.
TREC 2013 TREC 2014
MAP NDCG Recall MAP NDCG Recall
No-PRF 0.2080 0.4230 0.5188 0.4295 0.7154 0.6994
PRF 0.2564 0.4432 0.5764 0.5042 0.7412 0.7860
CLRM 0.2276 0.4423 0.5188 0.4718 0.7416 0.6994
PRF.wiki 0.2323 0.4343 0.5689 0.4338 0.6793 0.7443
PRVF (taily) 0.2642 0.4955 0.5921 0.4927 0.7470 0.7818
baseline No-PRF. Due to this, CLRM is not able to achieve the same
level of retrieval effectiveness of the implementations based on re-
retrieval. Even though the generated expanded query is the same
for CLRM and PRF, PRF was more effective.
In short-text document indexes some relevant documents that
are ranked at the top by a re-retrieval implementation might be
missing from the initial retrieval using the original query terms
only. In addition, some relevant documents might contain only a
few of the original query terms, a problem that is exacerbated by
the short size of the documents in a microblog corpus. Therefore, in
short text datasets an implementation of pseudo-relevance feedback
based on re-retrieval might be preferred to achieve similar retrieval
effectiveness to standard PRF.
The PRF.wiki method, based on re-retrieval, was able to retrieve
more relevant documents than CLRM with a higher recall in both
datasets. However, this higher recall did not translate into better
results since the query expansions generated from Wikipedia were
less effective for ranking.
PRVF (taily) approach generates query expansions using a more
efficient federated query expansion architecture over an exter-
nal news corpus. The quality of the expansions generated by this
method can be attested from its high recall and better precision
than the standard PRF approach.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied an efficient method for pseudo-relevance
feedback that organizes large collections of documents, published
by a set of news sources into news verticals. The evaluation of the
proposed architecture led us to the following concluding points.
Federated QE. PRVF architecture is an efficient federated QE ar-
chitecture for microblog search, where the expansion corpus is live
and has new documents arriving from news sources in a streaming
fashion. This approach outperformed the retrieval effectiveness of
using the non-partitioned news index (PRF.news) and PRF.
Low-cost and effective PRF. The best balance between efficiency
and effectiveness was obtained using PRVF (taily), which was rela-
tively more robust than other approaches while using on average
fewer verticals. PRVF (taily) achieved the highest results in effec-
tiveness metrics for both the TREC 2013 and TREC 2014 query
sets. PRVF (crcs3) was the best in terms of MAP on TREC 2013,
but at a slightly higher computational cost. This indicates that re-
source selection algorithms that can dynamically limit the number
of verticals searched are more suitable for this task.
Quality of the query expansion corpus.Understanding the prop-
erties of the search domain is key to ensure the quality of the expan-
sion corpus. In microblog search, news sources as the ones in table 1
guarantee a good and up-to-date coverage of user interests. This is
a critical aspect that is addressed by domain-specific knowledge.
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